Silence the noise and let your voice be heard. The new MOTOPURE™ H12 with dual microphones cancels background and wind noise. It is the future of audio technology, delivering maximum audio performance in even the noisiest environments.
KEY PRODUCT FEATURES
- Motorola’s CrystalTalk™ for headsets with dual microphone noise cancellation technology to silence the noise
- TrueComfort™ engineering offers three mini cushions, molded earbud and secure ear hook that combine to create a unique personal fit
- A full set of carrying and charging accessories make the MOTOPURE™ H12 ideal for everyday use
- Premium materials include diamond-cut alloys and high-gloss finishes for the ultimate in style

KEY SPECIFICATIONS
- Talk time: up to 5.5 hours
- Standby time: up to 8 days (200 hours)
- Connector: micro-USB located on charging solutions
- EasyPair: exclusive technology simplifies connecting to your Bluetooth® device
- Battery check: press both volume buttons to view your remaining talk time

PAIRING INSTRUCTIONS
Step A – Ensure the headset is in pairing mode
Power on the headset by sliding the power switch located on the top of the headset. After a few moments, the indicator light will be steadily lit in blue to indicate the headset is in pairing mode.

Step B – Set your phone to look for your headset
For most Motorola phones:
1. Select Menu > Settings > Connection > Bluetooth Link > Hands-free > Look for Devices.
   The phone lists Bluetooth devices it finds.
2. Select Motorola H12 from the list of Bluetooth devices found and press OK or Yes.
3. Enter the passkey 0000 when prompted and press OK.
When your headset successfully pairs and connects with your phone, the indicator light changes from steadily lit to flashing blue.

hellomoto.com/h12

*This device supports Bluetooth hands-free and headset profiles. The experience icons identify devices that utilize the same profile(s), helping to ensure basic compatibility between such devices. However, certain advanced Bluetooth features, including those listed, may not be supported by all devices featuring such icons, and/or the functionality of such features may be limited in certain devices, or by certain wireless carriers. Contact your wireless carrier about feature availability and functionality, or visit www.hellomoto.com/bluetooth for more details.
MOTOROLA and the Stylized M Logo are registered in the US Patent & Trademark Office. The Bluetooth trademarks are owned by their proprietor and used by Motorola, Inc. under license. All other product or service names are the property of their respective owners. © Motorola, Inc. 2007. All rights reserved.